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A mix of hallucination and heritage has a group of young artists
crafting new worlds and bodies through their work
Words by Zanele Kumalo

This spread, clockwise from top left Lady Skollie, ‘Daddy I’m a Snoek’, 2021, Everard Read Gallery. Lady Skollie, ‘Khoisan Kween Mother’, 2017, Tyburn Gallery.
Lebohang Kganye, B(l)ack to Fairytales, Untitled, 2011. Lungiswa Joe, ‘White smile bowl from The Eye Collection’ in collaboration with LOOKBOOK Studio, 2021.
Tinyiko Makwakwa, untitled textile, 2021. Lungiswa Joe, ‘Hokmeisies’, 2021. Lebohang Kganye, B(l)ack to Fairytales, Untitled, 2011.
Andile Dyalvane, ‘uMama’, 2020, Southern Guild. Lungiswa Joe, ‘Kumkanikazi Indlovukazi’, 2021.
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‘These are the stories that old men and old women tell to boys and
girls seated with open mouths around the spark-wreathed fires in the
centres of the villages in the dark forests and on the aloe-scented plains
of Africa,’ says traditional healer, artist and storyteller Credo Mutwa in
Indaba, My Children, his critically acclaimed collection of African tribal
history, legends, customs and religious beliefs.
Besides the incandescent scene set by this one line, Credo’s tome,
packed with a prolific cast of characters, fever-dream-like stanzas,
illustrations and reconstructed histories, reminds me of a crop of
mesmerising work now being made by young artists who summon
their own and passed down tales of tradition, folklore, rhythms and
cosmologies to share with our voracious modern curiosities. We are
those mouths wide consumers of palpable anecdotes.
These new imaginings, formed from an indigenous sense of place,
are brought to life from clay, cloth, film, found objects, glass, metal, oil
paints, paper, pixels, plants, sound, weave and wood in ways some might
want to neatly frame as afro-futurism. But they move beyond those
limits, even when they’re rooted in hyper-localism.
In the third issue of the Ellipses Journal for Creative Research, digital artist
Natalie Paneng shares that although she enacts similar approaches of
an afro-futuristic cultural aesthetic in her work, she creates her own rich

contexts and sonic concepts. To create her looping sequences, Natalie
uses, ‘The Internet as a platform [that] has served as a space that offers
[her], as a practicing performance and internet artist, a certain agency
to embody alternate characters that reference South African cultural
norms but in non-real constructed worlds.’
Her neon heat-map alter-egos pulse from screens and psychedelic
projections dance on tall grass to represent a young black woman with
the agency to take ownership of limitless spaces (online) even if this does
not happen in a country with an unofficial unemployment rate of over
40 per cent for black South African women.
Fittingly, the essence of this year’s edition of the Venice Biennale –
Milk Of Dreams – comes from the title of the fantastical book penned
by Leonora Carrington, a British-born Mexican surrealist painter and
novelist. Cecilia Alemani, the curator of this year’s biennale, says on
their site that the book ‘describes a magical world where life is constantly
re-envisioned through the prism of the imagination’, and the transhistoric exhibition takes the writer’s ‘otherworldly creatures, along
with other figures of transformation, as companions on an imaginary
journey through the metamorphises of bodies and definitions of the
human.’ It was conceived to ask and answer questions of what it means
to exist and transform in a period of huge upheaval. (continued on p62)
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This transcendence is carried by three other young Southern African
artists who are featured at the biennale. Portia Zvavahera’s new ethereal
oil-stick paintings of floating figures and undulations are transported
from her dreams in an exploration of mysticism. Lebogang Kganye’s
B(l)ack to Fairytales, 2011, series includes inkjet prints on cotton rag
paper of performance work that references the contrasts felt between
Westernised fairy tale happily ever afters and a childhood experienced
in a South African township. Punchy saturated colours and out of
focus cameos are purposefully disorientating to express the dissonance.
Bronwyn Katz’s Gõegõe, 2021, named after a water snake from
Khoisan mythology and a note to lost languages, is a raft of salvaged
objects and manufactured materials, which looks like a reef of sea
anemones, reconfigured to give it new meaning.
Beyond this current international exhibition, Lady Skollie’s
hypnagogic Good and Evil, 2019, also draws from similar descents to
Bronwyn’s with her psychedelic sketches of a flaming praying mantis as
San deity, snakes and other figures and symbols. She says in a Mail and
Guardian piece, which profiled her solo show, that she wants the 15 works
of gaudy ink, watercolour and crayon, to represent giant pop culture
cave drawings.
Atang Tshikare’s biomorphic furniture also stretches the elastic band

of surrealism. He carves and shapes his fantasies and learned African
proverbs into sculptural tables, chairs and lamps. Lady Skollie’s lore
insect also shows up in his work, one of which is his Kaggen (praying
mantis) side table. The objets d’art all seem as if they might start to crawl
and respire by firelight.
Back to the fireside, but this time around a kiln, a trio of ceramic
artists Zizipho Poswa, Andile Dyalvane and Lungiswa Joe also channel
their ancestral heritage (all largely Xhosa or Khoisan) through terracotta
vessels, anthropomorphic tech and glazed clay work. Lungiswa has
shared with Twyg that a lot of her work is from intentional listening
which is what she uses to decipher uQamatha, ancestral and universal
codes she feels from all directions when making.
Then textile artist and maker, Tinyiko Makwakwa calls the earth
pigments and dyes that she extracts from nature to tell stories of her
ancestors’ practices – but also redefine the female experience, as a
‘geology of colour that connects us to our past, our future and our
identity.’
They are all magic realists in some senses, maybe afro-futurists in
others but most impressively, visual storytellers who presage exciting
rhythms of a humanity rooted in indigenous knowledge and felt the
world over.
@whatzandidnext

Above, from left Atang Tshikare, ‘Le Bone Lebone’, 2016, Southern Guild. Ladie Skollie, ‘At the end of our tired tether they will beg for forgiveness, collectively at our
feet’, 2017, Eastside Projects. Lady Skollie, ‘Cagn coming down from the sky to speak to the people’, 2018. Atang Tshikare,‘Maotwana Finyela’, 2016, Southern Guild.
Lebohang Kganye, B(l)ack to Fairytales, Untitled, 2011. Zizipho Poswa, ‘Magodi Mu’Teni’ (She That Shines Like The Sun), 2020, Southern Guild.
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